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RTI at Work Virtual Summit Agenda 
March 30–April 1, 2022 

 
  

     Wednesday, March 30 

10:45 a.m.–12:30 p.m. 

Introduction—Solution Tree 

Keynote—Mike Mattos [Live] 
Doing the Right Work Right 

12:30–12:45 p.m. Break 

12:45–2:00 p.m. 

Concurrent Keynote—Rosa Isiah [Live Chat] 
RTI and Our Response to Inequity 

Concurrent Keynote—Paula Maeker [Live Chat] 
Essential Learning: Our Promise of Equity, Purpose, and Practice 

2:00–2:30 p.m. Lunch  

2:30–4:00 p.m. 

Breakout Sessions [Live Chat] 
Presenters interact with attendees in real time via live chat during sessions. 

Luis F. Cruz—The RTI at Work Process and Multilingual Learners 

Heather Friziellie—Protocols for Teams 

Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan—Behavior Solutions: A Practical Roadmap for SEL Success  

Rosa Isiah—Equity Is a Verb: Closing the Knowing-Doing Gap 

Paula Maeker—Embrace or Abandon? Debunking the Myths and Exploring the Truths of 
RTI 

Mike Mattos—The Four Pearls of Effective Interventions 

4:00–4:15 p.m. Break 

4:15–5:30 p.m. Keynote—Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan [Live] 
When All You Have Is a Hammer, Everything Looks Like a Nail 

  
 
 

     Thursday, March 31 

10:45 a.m.–12:30 p.m. 

Introduction—Solution Tree 

Keynote—Sarah Schuhl [Live] 
Assessments in Action: Accelerate Learning in Tiers 1 and 2 

12:30–12:45 p.m. Break 

12:45–2:00 p.m. Concurrent Keynote—Heather Friziellie [Live Chat] 
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Yes We Can! Collaboration for All Learners 

Concurrent Keynote—Regina Stevens Owens [Live Chat] 
Transformed People Transform People 

2:00–2:30 p.m. Lunch  

2:30–4:00 p.m. 

Breakout Sessions [Live Chat] 

Luis F. Cruz—Cracks and Tears Encountered Within the Tiers of the RTI at Work Process 

Heather Friziellie—Tackling Critical Conversations, or How to Not Ignore the Elephant in 
the Room 

Paula Maeker—High Levels of Literacy: Accelerating Essential Outcomes for All Students 

Mike Mattos—Beyond Study Halls and Office Hours: Tackling the Logistics of a 
Secondary Tier 2 Flex Period 

Regina Stephens Owens—Collective Efficacy at Work: Stop Telling and Start Teaching 

Sarah Schuhl—From Counting to Calculus: Every Student Can Learn Mathematics 

4:00–4:15 p.m. Break 

4:15–5:15 p.m. Panel Discussion—Presenters answer your most pressing questions. 

  
Friday, April 1 

10:45 a.m.–12:30 p.m. 

Introduction—Solution Tree  

Keynote—Sascha Heckmann [Live] 
Amplifying Agency: Unlocking Every Child's Superpower 

12:30–12:45 p.m. Break 

12:45–2:30 p.m. Keynote—Luis F. Cruz [Live] 
Bringing It All Together: Handling Resistance to RTI at Work Implementation 

  

Agenda is subject to change. 
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Session Descriptions—Wednesday, March 30 
 
Morning Keynote  
Mike Mattos 
Doing the Right Work Right 
There has never been a greater need for educators to respond collectively than when students need help 
mastering the academic skills and behaviors required for success. Fortunately, there has never been a 
greater professional consensus on ways to achieve this goal. We can do this by leveraging RTI’s research 
base to create a multitiered system of supports (MTSS). Committing to the right work is not enough; we 
must do the right work well. 
 
Mike Mattos sets the stage for our learning by creating a shared vision of the right way to think about RTI and MTSS 
while addressing common misconceptions and missteps in the process.  
 
 
Concurrent Keynotes 
Rosa Isiah 
RTI and Our Response to Inequity 
Can we achieve high levels of teaching and learning without responding to inequity in our schools? Now, more than 
ever, we must examine and address inequity in education and its impact on our ability to meet the specific needs of 
students.  
 
If we believe every student, including the underserved and historically marginalized student, deserves high levels of 
learning, our actions and outcomes must reflect those same beliefs. Without an equity foundation, we will fail to 
grow healthy learning communities where students receive the instruction, intervention, and enrichment they need 
and deserve. In this keynote, Rosa Isiah establishes a sense of urgency for equity in education while setting the tone 
for a follow-up discussion that emphasizes actionable equity. 
 
Paula Maeker 
Essential Learning: Our Promise of Equity, Purpose, and Practice  
The traditional education system was never built to ensure equitable learning outcomes for all students. Suppose we 
truly embrace the mission of guaranteeing all students learning at high levels. In that case, we have to redesign our 
approach to teaching and learning and relentlessly focus on what matters most. Teacher teams become architects of 
intentional outcomes and collaborate to identify essential learning. This guaranteed and viable curriculum ensures 
access and equity for every student.  
 
Paula Maeker helps teams build a learning pathway that establishes a framework for prevention, intervention, and 
acceleration. In this way, educators can systematically respond by name, standard, target, strength, and need when 
students do not learn. 
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Session Descriptions—Wednesday, March 30 
 
Breakout Sessions 
Luis F. Cruz 
The RTI at Work Process and Multilingual Learners 
The RTI at Work process is designed to ensure that all students learn at high levels, including those 
learning to speak English as an additional language. Luis F. Cruz reviews expectations within the three 
RTI tiers and customizes their characteristics to produce a rich learning experience for English learners.   
 
Participants in this session:  

● Understand how to customize the RTI at Work process to ensure high levels of learning for English learners.  
● Collaborate with a focus on English learners. 
● Learn the difference between Tier 2 intervention and Tier 3 remediation. 

 
Heather Friziellie 
Protocols for Teams 
When teams struggle to meet the needs of all students, the problem is rarely a lack of data. Instead, the challenge is 
turning data into information that provides insight and direction. In this session, participants explore best practices in 
data discussions and review two protocols to use, regardless of grade level or role, for identifying needs and 
developing action plans—student by student, skill by skill. 
 
Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan 
Behavior Solutions: A Practical Roadmap for SEL Success  
If we have learned anything through teaching during this pandemic, the term behavior doesn’t simply refer to a 
disruptive student. It relates to academic behaviors (skill-based) and social behaviors (will-based), and both need to 
be taught and reinforced in every tier of systematic social and emotional learning (SEL). Fostering positive behavior 
and SEL using the PLC at Work and RTI at Work processes can boost your school’s positive culture, increase 
attendance, improve behavior, prepare students for life, and address inequities in discipline. Jessica Djabrayan 
Hannigan offers a practical roadmap for meeting the needs of the whole child. 
 
Rosa Isiah 
Equity Is a Verb: Closing the Knowing-Doing Gap 
The pandemic has created the perfect storm of inequity, bias, and missed student learning opportunities. Many 
educators and leaders have invested a great deal of time reading about equity but struggle with closing the equity 
knowing-doing gap.  
 
Rosa Isiah shares five practical strategies that help participants recognize inequities, address their own biases, and 
move from equity-knowing to equity-doing. Students can no longer wait for us to gain the courage to address the 
growing equity gaps in schools. 
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Session Descriptions—Wednesday, March 30 
 
Paula Maeker 
Embrace or Abandon? Debunking the Myths and Exploring the Truths of RTI  
Paula Maeker debunks myths that stall a learning-for-all culture and uncovers the truths that maximize 
learning outcomes for every student by name, strength, and need. Sometimes, it is necessary to 
identify what we must stop doing to determine what we must start.  
 
In this session, participants explore the mistakes, mindsets, and misconceptions that derail the RTI 
process and commit to embracing the fundamental assumptions, essential behaviors, and collective 
commitments that achieve our goal of all students learning at high levels.  
 
Mike Mattos 
The Four Pearls of Effective Interventions 
A system of supports will fail if built on ineffective interventions. In other words, why provide students additional help 
but use interventions that don’t work? Mike Mattos discusses powerful guiding principles—four pearls—to make site 
interventions more effective. Real-life examples bring each pearl to life.  
 
 

Afternoon Keynote  
Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan 
When All You Have Is a Hammer, Everything Looks Like a Nail  
Decades of research has shown that traditional exclusionary methods of school discipline do not work. Exclusionary 
practices harm student learning and social well-being. Removing the student from the learning environment does not 
address the root cause of behavior issues, nor does it teach academic and social skills to succeed in school and life. 
These inequitable practices disproportionately impact students of color and those with learning disabilities, two 
groups overrepresented in the criminal justice system. Jessica Djabrayan Hannigan helps teams shift from 
exclusionary practices to equitable tiered supports. In this manner, students can learn behaviors similar to how they 
learn academics. 
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Session Descriptions—Thursday, March 31 
 

Morning Keynote  
Sarah Schuhl 
Assessments in Action: Accelerate Learning in Tiers 1 and 2 
Assessments gather evidence of student learning that teachers and students can both use. But 
questions arise. How do teachers and students use assessment results? What should teachers look for 
as they examine the effectiveness of instructional practices and plan re-engagement experiences? How 
do students use feedback to explain what they learned and plan continued learning? 
 
Participants explore how teachers or collaborative teams create assessments to analyze data and plan Tier 1 or Tier 2 
experiences that accelerate learning. 
 
 
Concurrent Keynotes 
Heather Friziellie  
Yes We Can! Collaboration for All Learners 
Heather Friziellie reveals the why, how, and products of team collaboration for all learners. She presents strategies 
that help colleagues build commitment to best practices, ensuring students with diverse needs meet and exceed 
grade-level proficiency.   
 
Regina Stephens Owens 
Transformed People Transform People 
Transformational learning is a matter of belief. What we believe about people impacts every process and procedure 
we deploy. Educators deserve both a life and a career. Let’s ensure we design environments and experiences that 
ensure students learn.   
 
Participants will:  

● Design learning environments to ensure adults experience transformational learning.  
● Learn to coach competency, not just compliance. 
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Session Descriptions—Thursday, March 31 
 

Breakout Sessions 
Luis F. Cruz 
Cracks and Tears Encountered Within the Tiers of the RTI at Work Process 
Within each RTI at Work tier, teachers must take multiple actions that, when done well, strengthen our 
education systems and produce high levels of learning for all students. When we neglect some actions, 
cracks and tears develop, allowing the most vulnerable students to slip through. Luis F. Cruz reviews 
actions within each tier and pinpoints those most often ignored. 
 
Participants learn:  

● The importance of actions in each of the three tiers 
● Actions that educators neglect most often, weakening the ability to provide high levels of learning 
● Strategies to strengthen actions throughout the RTI at Work process   

 
Heather Friziellie 
Tackling Critical Conversations, or How to Not Ignore the Elephant in the Room 
When caring educators collaborate for all learners, differing perspectives can result in conflict that creates barriers to 
effective communication. Heather Friziellie explores why conflict happens and how to handle situations. Participants 
practice strategies for tackling difficult conversations.  
 
Paula Maeker 
High Levels of Literacy: Accelerating Essential Outcomes for All Students 
Literacy is at the center of learning. Without solid skills in reading, writing, and oral language, the learning gap widens 
exponentially. Through RTI at Work, teams articulate what every student must know and be able to do. This process 
becomes complicated when separating essential standards from the endless scope of literacy and learning standards.  
Paula Maeker guides teams in identifying, prioritizing, and clarifying essential literacy learning targets and creating 
powerful, actionable responses that accelerate literacy learning for every child every day. 
 
Mike Mattos 
Beyond Study Halls and Office Hours: Tackling the Logistics of a Secondary Tier 2 Flex Period 
To provide systematic supports, schools must dedicate intervention time within the master schedule. Scheduling time at 
Tier 2 is relatively easy at the secondary level—it is the process virtually every middle and high school uses to create an 
assembly schedule. The real obstacles begin when the staff considers the logistics of having potentially hundreds of 
students transitioning to specific interventions.  
 
Critical questions that arise include: 

● How do we determine what interventions to offer? 
● How do we assign staff? 
● How do we transition students to the correct help sessions? 
● What if students need help in more than one course? 
● How do we hold students accountable to attend? 
● What do we do for students who don’t need extra help? 

 
Mike Mattos digs deeply into processes that work—and don’t work—when creating and targeting a secondary Tier 2 flex 
period. 
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Session Descriptions—Thursday, March 31 
 

Regina Stephens Owens 
From Expectations to Evidence of Learning: Stop Telling and Start Teaching  
In a time of great change and instability, educators need to become empowered learners now more 
than ever. Let’s move from telling to teaching and from unsupported expectations to unmatched 
experiences that ensure educators are ready for continuous learning.    
 
Participants can expect to:  

● Become the catalyst for personal mastery.  
● Learn how to shift mindsets. 

 
Sarah Schuhl 
From Counting to Calculus: Every Student Can Learn Mathematics 
Giving students access and experience with grade-level mathematics is critical to their success and continued 
learning. How do teachers and teacher teams work to ensure students learn grade- or course-level mathematics? 
What must teachers plan for when teaching units to strengthen core instruction? What are strategies for designing 
effective interventions?  
 
Sarah Schuhl explores protocols and actions to ensure high levels of learning for every student. Participants learn how 
to use common assessments to determine essential content standards and evaluate prerequisite skills. Sarah shares 
mathematics strategies to implement and avoid in Tier 1 and Tier 2. She also shows how to remediate and intervene 
when students need to accelerate learning. 
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Session Descriptions—Friday, April 1 
 

Morning Keynotes  
Sascha Heckman 
Amplifying Agency: Unlocking Every Child's Superpower 
Human beings have a fantastic ability to learn; it is one of our most overlooked natural skills. Learning 
is   
a process that honors our differences and leverages our strengths. Each of us is a learner, yet to truly 
maximize the power of learning, we must understand ourselves and our learning processes.  
 
Educators can tap into each student’s innate desire to learn by purposefully designing a learning environment that 
allows them to grow in agency and ownership. Sascha Heckmann explores a framework to personalize learning that 
empowers students with skills, mindsets, and processes for directing their academic success. When learners amplify 
their agency, they harness their learning superpowers. 
 
Participants can expect to:   

● Understand that “learning how to learn” is a primary outcome of schools. 
● Engage with a framework for designing learning environments that amplify agency. 
● Learn how to transfer agency to students for increased ownership of learning. 

 
Luis F. Cruz 
Bringing It All Together: Handling Resistance to RTI at Work Implementation  
Schools and districts are often plagued by the knowing-doing gap, a condition where individuals learn how to improve 
their organization but fail to implement the knowledge. Luis F. Cruz connects lessons from throughout the summit 
and strategies from his best-selling book, Time for Change (2019), to address resistance toward RTI at Work 
implementation. Dr. Cruz shows why failing to implement improvements leads to life-altering consequences for 
students. 
    
Participants in this session: 

● Acquire knowledge from different lenses to understand and introduce the RTI at Work process. 
● Learn how to address rational and irrational forms of resistance. 
● Understand how students suffer when educators fail to implement the RTI at Work process.   
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